
Materials and Tools

Dahlia Pendant

Seed beads size 8
Seed beads size 6

Small silver plated round spacer 
beads – 3mm

Czech-Mate two-hole dagger beads
Beading thread

Beading needle size 10 
Scissors 
Bead mat

Ruler or tape measure

Before you begin…
Modied circular peyote stitch is used to create this pendant.  You can adapt the 
design by substituting the metal spacer beads for a size 8 seed bead or make your 
beads go even further by reducing the size of the base ring. If you decide to go 
smaller, make sure your new size has an even number of beads. 

Step 1. Thread a needle with an armspan of thread.  String 24 
size 8 seed bead beads and position 20cm from the end of the 
thread.  Sew through all the beads again to form a ring then 
sew through the next size 8 to move away from the join – pull 
nice and rmly.  Pick up a size 8 seed bead.  Skip a bead and 
sew through the next bead in the ring. Pull the thread all the 
way through so that the new bead sits next to the one you 
skskipped – see the next photograph for guidance.

Step 2. Pick up another size 8, skip a bead and sew through the 
next bead on the ring.  Again pull the thread all the way 
through. Repeat this step nine more times – this will leave you 
with one more bead to add to this row.

Step 3. To add this nal bead sew through the next bead as 
normal – sometimes it can be hard to pick out the correct bead 
but it will be the one you exited when you added the rst bead 
in this current round.



Further steps...
SStep 4. To get to the right place to begin the next row you 
need to make a ‘step up’.  To do this, sew through the rst 
bead added in the row you’ve just completed.  This ring of 
beads needs to be nice and tight so you can pull on the short 
tail.  You’ll be able to use this short tail right at the end of the 
project to reinforce any looser portions that might occur as 
you work.

SStep 5. The next row of beads is added in the same way, this 
time using size 6 seed beads.  For clarity the beadwork has 
been rotated so you can see where the thread is exiting.  At 
the end of the row ‘step up’ as you did in step 4.

SStep 6. Now add the dagger beads.  These beads have two 
holes, one is the ‘outer hole’ which is at the tip, and the other 
is the ‘inner hole which is the one you will use . You need to 
sew through the inner hole on one dagger then through the 
size 6 bead, repeat all round the pendant.  Keep the tips of 
the dagger bead on the same side of the beadwork as shown. 
Give the thread a reasonably rm tug as you work but don’t 
ovover stretch the thread.

Step 7.  Now you have added the dagger beads the design 
will fall apart so feed the thread through once more in the 
same way to give some stability. Once completed the dagger 
beads will fall forward and you need to push the ‘petals’ back 
in place by sewing through the outer hole in the dagger 
beads.

Step 8. Finish Step 7 by sewing through one of the size 6 
beads, then sew through the outer hole in the next dagger
bead. You are now ready to secure the tip of the petals. Sew 
through the next size 8 bead -  it will be the one directly 
above the size 6 seed bead, and between each petal.

SStep 9. Now sew through the tip hole of the next dagger.  
Secure the tip of each dagger beads by repeating steps 8 & 9 
all the way around.  Firmly pull the thread as you work so that 
the inner tips of each dagger are pulled down to the size 8 
seed bed ring.  If desired you can sew through these beads 
again to reinforce.

Step 8. Finish Step 7 by sewing through one of the size 6 
beads, then sew through the outer hole in the next dagger
bead. You are now ready to secure the tip of the petals. Sew 
through the next size 8 bead -  it will be the one directly 
above the size 6 seed bead, and between each petal.

SStep 9. Now sew through the tip hole of the next dagger.  
Secure the tip of each dagger beads by repeating steps 8 & 9 
all the way around.  Firmly pull the thread as you work so that 
the inner tips of each dagger are pulled down to the size 8 
seed bed ring.  If desired you can sew through these beads 
again to reinforce.

Step 8. Finish Step 7 by sewing through one of the size 6 
beads, then sew through the outer hole in the next dagger
bead. You are now ready to secure the tip of the petals. Sew 
through the next size 8 bead -  it will be the one directly 
above the size 6 seed bead, and between each petal.

SStep 9. Now sew through the tip hole of the next dagger.  
Secure the tip of each dagger beads by repeating steps 8 & 9 
all the way around.  Firmly pull the thread as you work so that 
the inner tips of each dagger are pulled down to the size 8 
seed bed ring.  If desired you can sew through these beads 
again to reinforce.



Further steps...

Step 10. Once you’ve gone all the way around,  move to the 
inner hole of the dagger bead.  Pick up a metal spacer bead 
then thread throught the the inner hole of the dagger,  add 
further metal spacer beads in the same way.  Don’t over-
tighten.

Step 11. Pull the thread around to the front of the pendant 
design. Sew through the next size 6 bead and add a metal 
spacer beads repeating this all around the pendant. Feen the 
thread through this ring of beads once more to reinforce the 
design.  Secure with a couple of knots to secure the beadwork 
but don’t cut the thread.  Sew through to the next size 6 seed 
bead on the front of your design then push the needle to the 
bacback. Turn the beadwork over and sew through another round 
of beads, knot and trim.

Step 12. Your pendant is ne with one row of ‘petals’ (dagger 
beads) but I wanted to show how two layers would look. So,  
on the reverse of your design thread your needle thrrough the 
lower hole of an existing petal, thread through the lower hole 
of your additional dagger bead and repeat all the way around. 
When you add the last dagger bead. Weave the tail of the 
thread through your design, knot and trim.

SStep 13. Feed your needle with a new length of thread. Add 12 
seed beads then pass the thread through one of the silver 
beads then add an additional 12 seed beads.

Step 14. Turn your design over to show the reverse. Take your 
needle and thread through the lower hole of the dagger bead 
that sits directly behind the silver bead so the loops of seed 
beads fall either side.

SStep 15. Tie in a double knot then weave both threads through 
your design, knot and trim.

Feed your kumihimo cord through both loops.

Step 15. Tie in a double knot then weave both threads through 
your design, knot and trim.

Feed your kumihimo cord through both loops.

Step 15. Tie in a double knot then weave both threads through 
your design, knot and trim.

Feed your kumihimo cord through both loops.
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